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GEOMORPHIC/GEOLOGIC MAP OF AUDRA PLANITIA REGION ON VENUS BASED ON 
MAGELLAN RADAR IMAGE MOSAIC C1-MIDR.60N070;l; T. Tijrmhen, Department of Astronomy, 
University of Ouly Oulu, Finland 

Introduction. The gemorphic/gwlogic map of Audra Planitia (Fig. 1) was prepared by studying Magellan radar 
image mosaic Cl-MIDR.60N070;l (pixel size = 225 m [I]). The base was a 20x20" photographic enlargcment of the C1- 
MIDR. Digital image data was used to resolve details of unit relations. 18 terrain units were recognized and mapped based 
on their physiographic chracteristics and average radar backscatter properties. Five units interpreted to be volcnic in 
origin were mapped. Classification by Head et al. [2] was used for arachnoids and dome clusters. Eight plains units were re- 
cognized. Mottled and dark plains and fractured and bright plains are dominat plains units in the study arca. Tessera terrain 
or complex ridged terrain [3] was divided into units using classifications presented in [4,5]. Brief descriptions and inter- 
pretations are given below. 

M ~ D  units: Brief descr i~t ions  and tentative inter~retations.  
1 . ~ o l c k i c  constructs and associaled units. 
DC Shield fields. Local concentration of small edifices, generally shield-shaped Edifices typically < 20 km in 

diameter. Fields of small volcanic shields. - - - - - - - 

VC A concentration of intermediate (02 20 krn ) shield-shaped edifices, irregular depressions or steep-sided domes with 
associated small domes. Associated often with flows. Volcanic center of small shields and intermediate volcanoes. 

A Structures with a concentric or circular pattern of fractures or ridges and a pronounced radial pattern of linear ridges, 
fractures or unclassified linearnents. Less distinct concentric pattern of fractures, ridges or lineaments visible. Inner 
parts characterized by small shield-shaped domes, depressions or steep-sided domes. Volcanic, possibly intrusion- 
generated features related to diapirs and smaller-scale mantle plumes and hot spots. 

E Large, over 50 km in diameter, edifice with central depression or crater, sometimes radial flows and linear fracture 
patterns. Larger volcano with lava flows and radial dikes. 

f Typically radar bright flow-like patches of material. Lava flow. 
2. Plains units 
Pr Radar dark and mottled (alternating patches of darker and brighter areas) plains characterized by lincar or sinuous 

wrinkle ridge-type ridges, which form loose network-like formations. Scattered small domes occur hcre and there. 
Lava plains deformed by compression. 

Plrn Mottled plains characterized by linear features, ridges or fractures, irregular depressions and small patches of radar 
bright tessera terrain. Volcanic plains mostly overlying and embaying tessera terrain, modification by extensional 
deformation and volcanism. 

Pfr Plains characterized by densely spaced linear sub-parallel narrow fractures, sinuous ridges and very narrow linear 
fractures and/or unclassified lineaments, which form a grid-type pattern. Volcanic plains deformed by extensional 
fracturing and compression (ridge formation). 

Pfb Plains characterized by dense pattern of cross-cutting linear sub-parallel fractures, sinuous ridges and patches of 
densely-spaced radar-bright lineaments (fractures, ridges, occasionally very narrow unclassified lincarnents). 
Background plains mottled or relatively radar bright. Volcanic plains extensively deformed by extensional fracturing 
and compression (ridge formation). Deformation more concentrated than in Pfb unit. Possibly evolved through more 
deformation from Pfb. 

Pmd Plains with a dominating mottled appearance with scattered small domes. Volcanic, relatively undeformed plains with 
signs of more recent volcanism and edifice forming volcanism. 

Pd Plains with a uniform radar dark appearance. Very few domes, ridges or fractures visible. Volcanic undeformed plains. 
Probably formed in one or very few episodes of plains volcanism. 

Pdm Generally radar dark plains with patches of mottled areas. Very few domes or ridges visible. Volcanic undeformed 
plains with less edifice forming volcanism than in Prnd. 

Pdl Radar dark plains characterized with densely to intermediately spaced linear fractures and unclassified lineaments 
(fractures, scarps or narrow ridges). Occasional patches of radar bright and diffuse deposits visible within this unit. 
Volcanic plains deformed by extension and probably d i e  formation. Some edifice formation and rclated deposits. 

3. Rough terrah units. 
Tsr Radar bright elevated terrain characterized bv subuarallel ridges and vallevs with cross-cuttine fractures and 

lineaments. Areas of complex deformed cr&t pro'bably form& in initial &pression and la& extensional 
modification by gravitational relaxation [4]. 

Ttr Radar bright elevated terrain characterized by an orthogonal pattern of troughs in one direction and flat-floored 
fractures or ridges in another direction. Areas of complex deformed crust with more extensional deformation. 

Td Radar bright elevated terrain characterized by complex or chaotic pattern of crosscutting and intersecting ridges, 
troughs, scarps, fractures and unclassified lineaments. Typical circular or spiral-shaped patterns of intratessera plains 
visible within unit. Areas of complex deformed crust. Very complex extensional deformation, modification by 
volcanic extrusion (intratessera plains, unit Pmd) and intrusion. Boundaries embayed by volcanic plains. The most 
modified unit of tessera terrain units. 

RB Belt-like linear concentrations of linear or sinuous subparallel or anastomosing ridges. Zones of compressional 
crustal shortening, thrusting and folding [6,7,8]. 

FB Belt-like concentrations of linear or arcuate fractures in subparallel or en echelon arrangements. Shcar zone [9,10]. 
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